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Politburo 

This magazine was printed beautifully in Leeds by Thistle Print 

Ltd, Unit 6, Aston Court.  01132040600  www.thistleprint.co.uk 

Front and rear covers Reasons to be cheerful 
 

 

 

Continuing the theme of presenting an orange 
Voskhod on the front cover we have what 
appears to be some sort of stunt show 
performance.  In contrast to John Chrystal’s 
sensible restoration this one’s been modified 
with a wheelie bar carrying two pairs of very rear 
set footrests.   
 
The presence of the advertising round the edge 
of the display area and the rubber scrubbed all 
over the tarmac would suggest this is an 
organised event.  Jeans, trainers and 
skateboard armour are all the promoter’s 
insurance company insisted on presumably. 
Who needs a 190bhp GSRZZRRRRRZZX1800 
streetfighter with a foot wide tyre and a set of  
Renthals to make it dangerous! 
 
The outside rear cover features a beautiful 
Jupiter, beautifully lit in some Russian bloke’s 
beautiful garage.  It’s just a lovely photograph. 
 
On the inside some other Russian bloke is 
having a fag in contemplation after his journey’s 
all gone horribly wrong.  He’s in black and white 
because everything was at the time and I 
wonder if he’s cursing IZH and their 56’s 
reputation for mechanical integrity, or if he’s 
accepting his delay as just another day out on 
the roads of Soviet Russia? 
 
On the subject of horribly wrong, this issue of 
Horizontal View is late because one of the 
computers upon which it’s built has developed a 
taste for memory sticks which it chews up 
without warning or remorse.  The quote on the 
front cover is not a quote anyone is particularly 
responsible for, it’s the humourous notice above 
the counter in the computer shop I took the 
mashed hardware to in order to see if anything 
could be done to save the lost data. 
 
Apparently my sectors and my partitions have 
been obliterated and when I asked why, our 
expert shrugged his shoulders and said “Who 
knows.”  Nothing can be done and the reason 
your magazine is late is because your editor has 
had to search through the tangled shambles his 
inadequate filling system is to find as much of 
your precious contributions as possible 
elsewhere. If you spent hours working on 
something you’ll never see in print, sorry, sorry, 
sorry. 

 

 

 

We would like to offer a warm welcome to the 
following of course, some of whom can be found 
later in this issue. 
 
Philip Spowart, Derby. 
John Stevens, Leek, Staffs. 
Douglas Robertson, Kansas USA 
Andrew Glendinning, Basingstoke Hants. 
Alex Schwarzer, Preston Lancs 
Richard Harrison, Melbourne, Australia. 
Rolf Schaeffler, Orpund, Switzerland 
Sergejs Ragauskis, Chatham Kent 
Johnathon Bonser, Leicester. 
Richard Lowry, Pembroke. 
Michelle Handley, Glenrothes Fife 
John Abbot, Consett Co. Durham 
David Gorham, East Cowes Isle of Wight. 
John Mortimer, Horley, Surrey 
Will Roberts, Chester. 
 
Not only that, the healthy solvency of our club 
has allowed the accounts department to adopt a 
cavalier attitude to postage costs and they don’t 
care if we add another four pages to Horizontal 
View. Consequently the pressure on packing it 
all in has eased slightly and we can now enjoy a 
few more bigger pictures.  Ye Ha!!! 
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The “Carved in Stone” COC Dent Rallies are on 5-7th May and 6-8th October at Conder Farm, 
Dent, North Yorkshire, LA10 5QT.  Vince Brier’s number for further information is 07850 770176. 
If you’ve never been to one of the Dent rallies you should know that they’re set in some of the most 
spectacular scenery in the UK and simply getting there is a joy. 
 
Hedingham Sidecar Owners Club are meeting at Jack’s Hill Café on the A5 near Towcester 
on Sunday May 7th.  I hope we get this issue out in time!  There will be awards for best bike, sidecar 
or three wheeler on the day.  Cossack Owners and their friends are welcome of course.  David 
Greenwood is the man to ask for details on 0165285 28866 or at davidjgreenwood@hotmail.co.uk 
 
Jawa/CZ National Rally is on 16-18th June at The Bull l’ th’ Thorn, Ashbourne Road, Hurdlow, 
Near Buxton, Derbyshire SK17 9QQ.  The venue has limited B&B, a full pub menu with veggie 
option, a proper campsite and a large barn if wet.  Pete Edwards is the man know knows at 
jawaczownersclub@gmail.com   The pub is at www.bullliththorn.com  
 
The Iron Curtain Vehicle Rally is based at Foxfield Railway, Caverswall Road Station, Blyth 
Bridge, Stoke On Trent, ST11 9BG.  Free camping and caravan space is available from midday 
Friday 7th July on the field alongside the station.  Lavatories and shower will be open throughout.  
Evening meals are available in local pubs, restaurants and takeaways.  Sunday breakfast will be 
served in the station buffet. 
 
Saturday 8th July Cold War Classics head out on a leisurely road cruise through the wonderful 
scenery and historic towns and villages of the fabulous Staffordshire moorlands and into the Peak 
District National Park.  The relaxed schedule will include several stops for regrouping, sight seeing 
and refreshments.  Detailed route maps will be provided.  For those staying over, the celebrated bar 
at the Foxfield Railway will be open into the evening to round off the day. 
 
Sunday 9th July the vehicles will be displayed on the station forecourt.  There’ll be plenty of time to 
meet up with colleagues and the visiting public and enjoy the steam rides on the historic Foxfield 
Railway.  More details are available from Richard Hemington, 24 Recreation Road, Colchester, 
Essex, CO1 2HE and at events@ifaclub.co.uk or on 01206 792360 or 07736 962572. 
 
MZRC Release the beast Rally is at The Farm House, Talybont on Usk, Powys LD3 7YJ on 21-
23rd July.  Sandy Morgan knows about this on 07929 955221. 
 
Ace Café Polish Bike Day and Eastern Block Vehicle Day are at Ace Corner, North Circular 
Road, Stonebridge, London NW10 7UD on 18th June and 22nd October.  To find out more ring the 
Ace Café on 020 8961 1000. 
 
Red October returns to the Millennium Place directly in front of Coventry Transport Museum 
on 10th October.  This celebration of Eastern Bloc motoring, more than 25 years after the end of the 
cold war brings together some of the unique vehicles from those regimes on the other side of the 
wall.  All vehicles designed or built in the cold war period are welcome. Just turn up, there’s no prior 
booking or fee for taking part.  Entry to the Coventry Transport Museum is FREE.  www.transport-
museum.co  The hyphen is important, you need it. 
 
Vehicles may be displayed from 10am-4pm.  Access to Millennium Place is from Coventry ring road, 
junction 1, CV1 1JR.  This is another IFA Club event and Richard Hemington is the man to see at 
the same contact details as the Iron Curtain Rally above. 
 
Comrade Carl’s Classic COC Shows still left to enjoy are the CRMC Classic Festival weekend 
at Donnington Park Race Circuit on 4-6th August.  (Come and see the mighty Ten Pin Triumph 
featured on page 14 in the paddock, if it’s still running.) and the Motorcycle Mechanics Show at 

Forthcoming  Events 
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Stafford County Showground.  To find out more email Comrade Carl at comradecarl@mail.com 
There’s been a little confusion recently, caused by the shambolic editorial filing system, over Carl’s 
email address.  It is comradeacarl@mail.com, OK? 
 
Wardley Hill.  Chris Smith has booked “ a couple”  of pitches at Wardley Hill campsite in 
South Norfolk for the weekend of 4-6th August.  The campsite is basic but very quiet, check out 
www.wardleyhillcampsite.com   Your editor and Lovely Hazel stayed here last year but 
unfortunately Chris’ date clashes with racing at Donnington, otherwise we’d join him.  You are all 
welcome to.  The address is Wardley Hill Campsite, Kirby Cane, Norfolk, NR35 2PQ and the phone 
number is 077333 06543 
 
2017 Cossack Owner’s Club AGM  This is at Wing Hall again and is doubly important this 
year because there’s likely to be a vote on whether or not to continue with future AGMs.  If the 
meeting decides to abandon meetings, future meetings are going to be very difficult to organise.  As 
usual this is a camping weekend in a lovely setting. We always point out that the AGM is the best 
possible time and place to actually find out how your club works.  Want to save it?  Go to Wing Hall, 
Wing Hill, Oakham, LE15 8RQ  01572 737090 on 11-13th August. 
 
We suggest you prebook if you want to camp by using www.winghall.co.uk because most people do 
and the staff seem surprised if you just turn up unannounced. 
 
There will be a ride out, organised by Gina, so you’d better behave, and the AGM itself will be held 
at 10am on Saturday 12th in the COC marquee with the ride out in the afternoon. 
 
Fenman Bike Show  This takes place in the little village of Wimbotsham near Downham 
Market in West Norfolk on August bank holiday Monday.  There’s no particular address because it 
takes place in the entire village.  Our man in black Fr Alan Davies is on the committee and invites 
anyone who wants to stay over to camp in his garden if necessary.  Email the mag at 
paulcodling@mail.com if you want to do that and I’ll let him know.  He says “All two wheeled life is 
there” and that sums it up nicely.  If ever there was a universal bike show, this is it and what turns 
up is as much fun as what’s in it. 
 
National Rally of Scotland  This checkpoint type rally takes place over the 9 and 10th of 
September and covers checkpoints all over Scotland. The entrants can start anywhere 
and there are usually five different Challenges, including two touring awards. There should be a 
challenge to suit all riders. 
 
The cost of the event is £12.00 per entrant per challenge and £32.00 for a team of three. The 
completed touring paperwork must be with the final control Marshals three days before the weekend 
of the event, or can be handed in at the final control on the date of the event. This is also the final 
part of the Three Nations Challenge which also includes both the English and Welsh Nationals. 
 
Those interested can make contact  by sending an SAE to Colin Pate, 45 Elmwood Park, Deans, 
Livingston, EH54 8SP or e-mail colinbpate@yahoo.co.uk 
 
The Second European Meeting Ural France will be held this year at St Nectair from  
22th to 24th of September 2017. Ural France hope to get same success as last time in 2015. Ural 
France organize this big event every two years. All weekend details program are online here :http://
www.ural-france.com  Regards, Bruno,  Association Ural France. 
 
St Nectaire is in the Parc National Regional Des Volcans D’Auverngne just south west of Clermont 
Ferrands.  I drove through the area a few months ago and the mountains were snow capped and 
spectacular.  Bruno has been economical with his contact details but I’ll see what I can find out 
about Association Ural France, they sound like a fun bunch of people.  This date is pencilled in on 
the editorial calendar. 
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After his experience of owning a Jupiter 3 Dad 
was a fan of bikes from the CCCP, so when he 
was looking for a new outfit he looked straight 
away at Neval’s offerings. At that time, around 
1983/4, Nev & Alan were offering 
demonstrations at your own home. Not longer 
after Dad contacted them they turned up at 
home with a Pick-up and trailer. I can’t recall 
what was on the back of the pick-up but on the 
car transporter trailer was a Dnepr with an 
enormous coachbuilt side car. The chair looked  
a bit like a Busmar double adult from the 1950s. 
 
The outfit was rolled off the trailer and into the 
front drive where Dad tried to start the bike for a 
demon run. Unfortunately he didn’t put boots on 
and his shoe slipped on the kick start skinning 
his shin. This left him too sore to give the bike a 
try. Nev started the bike just to show that it 
wasn’t a mechanical problem and rode it up our 
street and back. I was offered a turn and did 
likewise. The chair was so big I couldn’t see 
around it nor could I easily judge the road 
position of the combo but I kept the whole thing 
right side up and pointing forward. As with most 
outfits, it pulled into the kerb when slowing down 
and the chair appeared to pull away (sideways) 
from the bike as you accelerated. Nev would 
have left the outfit with us for a day or two as he 
travelled further south. He could collect it on the 
way back up to the Neval HQ. Dad declined the 
offer and hobbled off indoors whilst Nev 
strapped the Dnepr and chair back onto the 
trailer. 
 
Not put off by his shin bashing Dad ordered a 
new Dnepr with an IZH lightweight sidecar 
identical to the one he had with the Jupiter. I 
only just realised that in the Neval history pages 
on the COC website there is a picture of what 
may well be Dad’s bike. The Dnepr and 
lightweight sidecar on page 4 is taxed and an 
exact match for Dad’s Dnepr. The bike and 
sidecar arrived and Mum and Dad rode it locally, 
building up miles and running it in. Dad was a 
careful rider and keen reader of maintenance 
manuals, whilst not being a skilled mechanic, 
though both of us boys have qualifications in 
mechanical engineering (tractors & trucks). He 
took great store in recommended schedules and 
procedures and thus decided to reset the 
tappets after a relative short mileage and just 
before a trip to, you guessed it; Somerset. Woe, 

woe and thrice woe, then, Whoa! 
 
Sadly the Dnepr failed on its maiden long 
voyage. With the hindsight of many years Jon 
and I worked out that Dad’s best tinkering was 
not effective maintenance and that it was most 
likely that he either failed to tighten the tappets 
on one cylinder at all or he, being a gentle chap, 
used insufficient torque when tightening them up 
and the assembly loosened to the point of non 
operation. He tried to remedy the problem at the 
side of the road but neither confidence nor skill 
were there in sufficient supply to make good of 
the problem. Dad had joined the AA and the 
outfit, Mum and Dad were safely returned home.  
The bike was confined to barracks and the folks 
headed west, a day late, by train. 
 
Neval were good and took the bike back to 
repair under warranty. When it came time to 
return the bike Dad had lost all confidence and 
chose not to have it back, which was a shame. 
He negotiated a deal with Neval and had a 
Planeta delivered with a lightweight sidecar, this 
too may well be the bike featured on page 4, 
next to the photo of the Dnepr. The orange and 
grey paintwork of the 340cc Planeta (not a 400) 
was an acquired taste and one that I never 
acquired. The whole bike was similar in build 
quality to the Jupiter 3 but that is where 
comparisons ended. It lacked the harmonious 
twin burble of the Jupiter and the reliable 
performance (plug caps notwithstanding) of its 
brother bike. Whether it was Dad’s technique or 
the Planeta itself I can’t tell but it was never a 
good starter. He seldom used it because he, a 
placid man, got so upset when trying, and failing, 
to start it. I can’t recall how Dad sorted it out but 
I think he got Neval to take it back and sell it on 
his behalf. 
 
The Planeta wasn’t Dad’s last outfit nor was it 
Dad’s last Eastern European bike; he went on to 
own and enjoy a 1985 Jawa 350 with Velorex 
sidecar but not before he’d entered the high 
performance world of a Suzuki GS650GT with a 
full Rickman fairing and Velorex sidecar.  
 
In all Dad owned 5 outfits, not bad for a chap of 
diminutive stature and lacking a great deal of 
adventurous spirit. He was known to his 
parishioners as Trev the Rev and was admired 
by many. I hope my tales of his adventures in 
the world of Cossacks have been a fitting tribute 
to him a fomer COC member. Trevor Valentine 
Hodder 27/01/1931 to 17/06/16 – RIP 

Matthew Hodder 
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I've just joined the club, having recently 
purchased a 1981 Ural M67-36 outfit from a guy 
in Poland. Since the bike arrived here I have re-
wired it and added a headlight on the sidecar (as 
it's a right-hand sidecar.)  I've also replaced the 
"bench-style" seat with a pair of those lovely (!) 
rubber tractor-seats and I have acquired a 
gearbox with reverse which I will get around to 
fitting eventually. 

The bike is now registered (KUC997W), and 
insured with Peter James and I've used it for a 
couple of commutes to work.  I may have to 
build up some stamina before taking a road-trip 
to Moscow though. 
 
I also own a 1967 Triumph GT6, modified for 
racing (roll cage, bucket seats, Ford Type 9 
gearbox, modified dash-board, no carpets), a 
1939 Velocette MAC, a 1966 Morris Minor 1000 
saloon, a 1999 Honda VTR1000 Firestorm, two 
Suzuki SV650's (one 2004 "pointy", crash-
damaged and now spares for my 1999 "curvy" 
that's slowly becoming a cafe-racer), a 1980 Mini 
Clubman Estate that's in the process of being 
turned into a round-nose van with a Peugeot 107 
engine and gearbox and coil-over suspension. 
So, er... you might say I am a bit of a petrol head 

with a penchant for starting too many projects at 
once! 
 
The attached picture is me (on the bike) and a 
work colleague who has a fetish for classic 
British racing bikes....Cheers, Thom. 
 
 
 
 

My wife, Stevi Glendinning and I, are new 

members to the COC. 
We are the proud owners of a Ural Gear Up 
2010 model sidecar, which we imported into the 
UK following our immigration from South Africa 
in December.  We now live in Basingstoke, in 
Hampshire 
and would 
love to meet 
any local 
members in 
the area. 
 
By way of 
background, 
we first bought 
our Ural in 
South Africa in 
2013. We 
were planning 

Thom Hale 

Andrew Glendinning 
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our wedding at the time and were then both 27,  
making us by our estimates the youngest 
sidecar owners in South Africa. Together we 
have travelled across Southern Africa covering a 
wonderful mix of around 9,000km of paved and 
dirt roads, baking deserts and grassy Savannah. 
Our longest trip to date was a 1,000km ride from 
South Africa to Swaziland with a group of eight 
other sidecars.  
 
While in South Africa we regularly rode with a 
dedicated group of sidecars (all Urals) on 
organised out-rides in and around 
Johannesburg, organised by the sole South 
African Ural agent, Ryno Greeff, who owns and 
operates Sidecar Africa www.sidecarafrica.co.za 
 
We are now looking 
forward to finishing 
registering and insuring our 
rig (a notably intensive task 
when we ourselves, like 
our Ural, are new arrivals in 

the UK) so that we can start exploring all that the 
UK has to offer, hopefully with a new group! 

The A303 must seem a bit dull after this! 
 
 
 
John introduced himself in an email titled “No 
Subject” thus…………. 
 
will send photos when son returns from touring 
south east asia with my camera  
 
Marvelous!  Photos of what? 
 
sorry just joined club bike is an m72 circa1955  
 
Short, sweet and precisely to the point it made 
me laugh.  Lets hope the M72 in question is 
more of a magazine filler.  A picture speaks a 
thousand words of course, all you need say 
really.  Good job you aren’t all so economical. 

John Abbot 
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Before being pulled down !  

I need tank rubbers and tank badges and 
struggling to find front brake shoes .  
Motor rebuild next on the list. 
Cheers Richard, Melbourne Australia.  Australia?  
Blimey!   Did Australia have Voskhods? 
 
 

 
My name is Rolf 
Schaeffler, I'm from 
Orpund, Switzerland 
and since a few days 
member of the 
Cossack Owner’s 
Club. I am working as 
a construction 
foreman in a 
plastering company. 
 
My motorcycle career 
starts with a Velosolex when I was 14 years old. 
My first "true" bike was 125ccm HD - Cagiva, 

followed by BMW R 75/5, Yamaha XT 500 and 
so on.  1990 was the Harley Davidson year, a 
1200 Sportster was a cool thing.  But then, I saw 
a Dnepr MT 
10, and I 
changed my 
Sportster 
immediately 
1:1 for this 
beast.  I had 
5 nice years 
with it, I 
travelled a 
lot to the 
Eastern 
countries.  Unfortunately I sold my blue Dnepr.  
The next 20 years I didn't drive motorcycles, 
except a Vespa 125. 
 
This year, now 57 years old, a dream came true, 
the next Russian bike, a Ural 750 T TWD EFI. 
Now me and my family are very happy, my little 
girls won't get out of the sidecar.  Who knows, 
maybe one time we will visit Great Britain, never 
was there. 
 
I hope, I could submit a few impressions of my 
person and I feel glad, to be in your club.  Best 
regards Rolf 

Richard Harrison  

Rolf Shaeffler  
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My name is John Nash. I live near Ross on Wye 
in sunny Herefordshire.  I bought an M62 outfit 
off Tony Jones ( I think) about 12 years ago and 
joined the CoC. I also bought a CJ750 side valve 
solo, direct from China (for not a lot of money) 
two years later. 
 
My membership 
lapsed after a 
couple of years, 
but I kept both 
the M62 and the 
Cj750 (and kept using them).  Last year, I finally 
admitted that the M62 needed an overhaul so I 
stripped it and had everything blasted and 
powder coated back up into a grey colour. 
 
My girlfriend likes the CJ750, as its brake and 
gears are on the "correct" side for her (unlike my 
other bikes) so we decided to look for another 
side valve. 
 
After a bit of searching, I got a lead off the COC 
Facebook group and picked up a K750 for under 
£500.  Unfortunately, although it's complete, 
original and has a NOVA form the K750 has no 
paperwork and no frame number.  So, my selfish 
reason for joining is that I need to get the bike 
registered but it would be good to see if there 
are any rallies or other members nearby. 
 
No paperwork and no frame number?  Intrigued 
that John had a NOVA number I asked him how 
he achieved that and he said…………… 

It's ok, I emailed Peter (PJB) before I bought the 
bike and when I got my membership through. 
 
The previous owner declared a VIN number (the 
engine number) and I just checked, and he did 
not declare a date of registration.  Peter reckons 
I need to get a frame plate and stamp that to 
align with the engine number, as that is what 
should be present. 
 
Here’s a man who should find that 
encouraging………… 
 
As a serial tinkerer and 
rose tinted spectacle 
wearer thought I would 
share my latest project/mission with you.  Having 
broken every bit of good advice ever given to me 
about buyer beware I fell for this latest find.  
(Pictured on the next page) 
 
I have no knowledge prior or otherwise about 
Russian or Ukrainian bikes and was wondering if 
the club’s knowledge base would help me try 
and identify the age or base model of this 
machine. 
 
I appreciate it is certainly not for the purists but 
it's look captured my imagination and I thought it 
worth a bit of effort. 
 
I have no registration or history so admittedly 
don't know if the bike has or has not ever been 
officially used on UK soil.  Any information or 
even laughter graciously received.  Alex. 

Well, a quick glance reveals a Japanese front 
end of some sort on 
what’s probably a 
K750 Dnepr. 

The rear wheel looks 
home made, the rear 
mudguard could be 
from anything and the 
carbs look very 
mysterious.  Are 
those Harley 
silencers?  We can’t 
quite see the badge 
but the tank could be 
IZH.  Dating is going 
to be tricky.  PJB will 
love it, not! 

John Nash 

Alexander 
Schwarzer 
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 Anyone with anything constructive to say should 
get in touch and help poor Alex out.  The tail light 
looks quite nice and could be worth some 
money. 

 

 

Tony Jones sent me this after Russell contacted 
him about a Minsk motocrosser he’d 
acquired……... 

A non member, Russell Fraser from Aberdeen, 
has acquired this rare Minsk 3.221. I have never 
seen one of these before and I don't know if they 
were imported into the UK or not. He had had it 
for 12 months before he was able to identify it as 
a Soviet machine. He has a collection of 
competition bikes and he is keen to get this one 
up and running. The barrel and head are missing 
and they would have been a round barrel with a 
radial head. I will make some enquiries to find 

out if there are any parts available. The bottom 
end is probably standard Minsk and I can help 
him out with some bits. Perhaps there might be 
a Club member out there who knows something 
about these machines. We can do a full article 
when the bike has been restored. 

Tony found the pictures of a competition Minsk 
engine on the next page and a few minutes 

Russell Fraser 
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 bouncing round 
the internet threw 
up some pictures 
of whole bikes.  
You’ll notice the 
generous barrel 
finning, big carb 
and sporting 
exhaust system 
which suggests 
that these little 
mud monsters 
probably achieve a 
much higher 
charge density 
than the feeble 
road Minsk does.  
This means that 
while pulling hard 
in its narrow power 
band the top end 
will be cooled by 
the huge quantities 
of cold air and evaporating petrol getting sucked 
in.  But as soon as the throttle closes, even a bit, 
or the crank speed drops out of the critical 
range, all that will stop the piston melting is the 
surface area of the barrel casting.  This is why 
trying to tune your road Minsk is likely to end in 
tears when you give it a power band you rarely 
use. 

I found a road 
racing Minsk at 
Stafford once and 
its engine looked 
a lot like this.  It 
featured the 
essential five 
speed gearbox, 
race ignition and probably a con rod and piston 
made of “nice” metal.        

Contrary to Tony’s 
assumption, I don’t 
think there’s much ride 
to work Minsk in these, 
they’re a little bit 
special. 
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 How deliciously 
drop dead ‘kin 
sexy is this?  I 
found it while 
exploring the 
internet and was 

astonished to discover a world I’d only ever 
dreamed existed.  Like Russell Fraser’s  
competition Minsk this isn’t a home made 
attempt to go racing with a road based lash 
up because that’s all there is.  This is a real 
IZH model, a proper road racing Jupiter 
with a dedicated race chassis and 
presumably an engine full of purposely 

manufactured 
sporting 
components. 
 
Of particular 
interest are the 
Planeta Sport 
forks which 
perform barely 
adequately on a 
Planeta Sport, 
can these be the 

same?  I’d be fascinated to know if anyone 
we know has had any experience of racing 
in Russia.  Not the world championship 
outings of the famous and well 
documented Vostok racers.  I’m sure that 
would have been supported by the party 
and a desperate attempt to prove to the 
West that Soviet technology was 
comparable to anything those wine 
drinking Italians could make. 
 
Whoever raced this would have been a 
club racer, if there was such a thing in the 
Soviet Union.  How ever much money did 

it cost and who could 
afford it? 
 
I know it was an IZH model 
because I found the 
specifications and I found 
the pictorial evidence of a 
thousand joyful weekends 
just like we have without a 
Yamaha in sight.   
 
The proliferation of the 
Planeta Sport shocked me 
too.  I thought it was an 
export model, rare and 

And on the 
subject of 
racing….. 
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 precious on the wrong side of 
the wall but race paddocks 
there seem to have been full 
of them.  For race fans they 
look like the weapon of 
choice, like the RD350 LC 
was here. 
 
Close examination of IZH’s 
technical specifications for 
the race Jupiter reveals a 
power output of 37 something 
or other at 6500rpm and a 
maximum speed of a scary 
185km/h, with Planeta Sport 
suspension remember! 

All the 
photos on 
this page 
are of this 
same 
model, the 
Soviet 
racing 
cultural 
equivalent 
of the 
Yamaha 
TZ350, but 
slow. 
 
Our July/
August 
issue 
featured 
Mike 
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Steven’s lovely Riga 12 moped with it’s clip on 
bicycle engine, probably the world’s slowest 
potential race bike.  Race bike?  Surely not but 
everyone has to start somewhere. 

This man however knows exactly what he’s 
doing.  Check out the trophies on the tank! 
 
The other reason this issue is late is pictured in 
spectacular style below.  The Ten Pin Racing 
Triumph, as it’s called now after our change of 
finance, wailed round Cartagena on the south 
coast of Spain 
for upwards of 
180 laps over 
four day’s 
testing, 
covering 
something like 
400 miles at 
race pace with 
nothing major 
falling off!!! 
 
In case anyone 
cares Graham 
is lying second 
in the CRMC 
championship 
after the two 
rounds so far, 
wish us luck. 

 

 

 

My name is Lee Thompson and I’m a concept 
motorcycle designer, all makes and no bias. 

With a resurgence and interest of Russian 
motorcycles I wondered how the existing fans 
would feel if say Cossack built a modern up-to-
date to run alongside what they produce now? I 
have illustrated such a bike and did so because 
to attract a new interest from the younger and 

Lee Thompson 
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 modern biking interests, I 
feel it may be necessary for 
the future and growth of the 
Russian motorcycling 
world. Let's say for now I 
did it in a Russian and 
different style in patriotic 
colour overtones 
accompanied by alternative 
colours including plain red 
and blue versions, also a 
"Black Russian" version 
with the sportier extras on 
it. Just for moment let's say 
there is a naked version 
and has a versatile ability 
for touring to. With extras 
as well as tuning options 
and individual colour 
options do you feel a 
healthy powered super V-twin of 800cc or more 
would attract and enhance the progressive 
nature modern Russia would like us to believe?  
 
Today Russia boasts a modern military and has 
“Space Race" credentials which makes me think 
would this not be a chance that Russia could 
take to rank amongst the best in the bike 
manufacturers market in an attractive Russian 
steal? I think I have designed and adequately 
illustrated such a bike. I am only left now to ask 
if you and your members would be interested in 
viewing my New Age Russian vision. If so please 
let me know.  Kind regards and thank you for 
your time. 
 
Lee spent a lot of time on his graphics and 
interested in what he hoped to achieve I 
swapped emails with him, sending him this……. 
 
If you're interested motorcycle manufacturing 
since the death of the Soviet Union has 
struggled to cope with the global free market and 
IMZ have chosen a different path to the 
rest.  Minsk Motorcycles in Belorus, Voskhod 
Motorcycles and Ishevk's IZH have all 
abandoned their range of two strokes and in 
order to 
compete quickly 
and cheaply rely 
on engines from 
a host of 
Chinese 
factories.  Their 
products look up 
to date and very 

relevant but are very rarely imported here, being 
mostly in the smaller capacity classes.  Your 
Shock Wave project would seem to continue that 
theme. Where are you going to get your engine 
from? 
 
I am not really a politically minded person, 
unless it involves two wheels but I find it such a 
shame. I can see the interest the only left built 
IMZ/Ural machine has, a tough, robust, different 
and nostalgic image may maintain interests but 
am not sure with time will keep the level needed 
and interest a new generation so much and 
again regs may also pay a future part in this? 
With all the fallen names fallen aside the 
Cossack name would be the one to work, if for 
litigation reasons it could not be used I am sure 
something like Tzar or Czar would work as long 
as a Russian connection was evident. Silly 
thought, could you imagine how Americans 
would feel if Harley Davidson was owned by the 
Kremlin and made in Moscow? I think it would 
make the Cuban missile look a playground 
scuffle.  
 
Things change, demands are different and a 
lighter bike I mean the Cossack design to be 
with a powerful v-twin 800-1000cc engine, would 
be enough in the world of insurance and running 
costs, tough and reliable Russian image if done 
properly would make a name... 
 
I have just designed a bike I unfortunately I wish 
I could talk about and show you, as and when I 
can I would love to hear your thoughts on it. I got 
backing from the right people but as ever as 
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 soon as it goes to be manufactured from a 
developing nation it all goes tit's up, pardon the 
expression. 
 
Sadly the reason it all goes 
tits up is because there’s a 
lot more to manufacturing than simple 
enthusiasm, particularly automotive 
manufacturing. 
 
The major manufacturers are such an important 
part of national economies that they wield 
immense political power.  It appears to the 
casual observer that they struggle to comply with 
ever tightening noise and emission controls 
imposed by governments in order to appease 
the green lobby.  In fact it’s the other way round, 
governments are imposed on the green lobby by 
the manufacturers.   
 
Global corporations these days buy the 
politicians necessary to put sympathetic 
economic conditions in place and in our case, 
the noise and emission controls the automotive 
industry seems to endure are it’s own invention. 
 
Modern digital engine management is 
unbearably expensive and only major 
manufacturers can afford the huge development 
costs and industrial processes required to 
produce the thousands of units necessary to 
make production worthwhile. 
 
I’ve said this before but the carbon footprint of 
such production makes the fact that the models 
it intends to replace might have been a bit 
smoky pale into insignificance.  The greenest 
solution to the problem of poisoning our children 
is to never manufacture another car or 
motorcycle.  To deny that is a failure of 
intelligence.  So why do we? 
 
Digital engine management makes it possible for 
the major manufacturers to keep the money 
rolling in their way by inventing tests which only 
their technology can pass, making it difficult for 
any competition to keep up.  This is why a small 
manufacturer like IMZ struggled so badly when 
there was no hope of meeting Euro 4 or 
whatever it was when carburettors fell from 
grace.  They had to change to fuel injection but 
without German levels of investment only just 
scraped through.  Next year will be harder and 
the Germans will stamp them out in the end. 
The primary purpose of digital engine 
management is not to enhance your riding 

pleasure.  It’s to enable the major players to gain 
an advantage in a competitive political 
manufacturing environment where the planet’s 
resources are consumed at a lemming like rate 
to make money whatever the cost. 
 
Lee Thompson will only get an engine for his 
design project if he goes to China, where the 
political tide is rising. 
 
The rest of the COC committee’s first thought  
was wondering where the sidecar bolted on.  
Sorry Lee, it’s that sort 
of club, thank goodness! 
Mark Avis found 

this…………… 
It was tested by an on line magazine who 
asked………… 
 

“So where can you buy a M1nsk TRX 300i? 

Unfortunately, there are no plans announced yet 

for the TRX 300i to be distributed outside of 

Belarus. We have no information on Minsk’s 

future plans for distribution of the bike, but it 

appears the company has their eye on the world 

market.”  But not as much as this lot…………... 

Politics 

我们来找你 
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 The Minsk’s identical twin is the Zhongshen RX3 

The what?  Well, “Zuo Zongshen, who had 

grown up in poverty, founded the Zongshen 

company in 1992. Today, the group has over 

18,000 employees and a yearly output of 

1,000,000 motorcycles making it one of the five 

largest motorcycle manufacturers in China. They 

are presently in partnerships with Harley 

Davidson and Piaggio.”   

“In 2012, Zongshen exported roughly 30% of its 

motorcycle production. It re-brands its products 

in many countries and its products can be seen 

in the lines of many retailers and distributors in 

the United Kingdom, Spain, Belarus, Russia, 

Argentina, Colombia, and Brazil.” 

All their motorcycles are small and won’t trouble 

BMW much, at the moment! 

 
World tour of Bingley 
 
I live I Bingley 
West Yorkshire, 
it's a small town 
just between 
Bradford and 
Keighley. It has 
3 reasons to be known, the best being a 
splendid staircase lock on the Leeds and 
Liverpool canal. Five rise locks, a wonder of the 
Industrial Age . Also somewhere I never visit or 
appreciate due to living a 5 minute walk from 
them. The second is the Bradford and Bingley 
building society head office was here. The 
society spectacularly imploded a number of 
years ago throwing thousands onto the dole and 
relieving many more of their comfortable 
retirement. The third is not very savoury, but 
Peter Sutcliffe the Yorkshire ripper was born and 
lived here (seemed like a nice chap). 
 
Anyhoo, I have been ruminating for a couple of 
years about doing a world tour.  As its me, a 
world tour with a difference.  From my house to 
Moscow is 5 miles. Not only that but to get there 
I need to navigate the Bay of Biscay then cruise 
through Egypt.  At one time this would also have 
necessitated skirting round the walls of Jericho! 
I'm not a very  attentive driver, mainly due to the 
pedestrian pace of my chosen bikes.  But I am a 
quite an observant rider for the same reasons 

and notice house names and areas.  Moscow 
and the Bay of Biscay are rows of terrace 
houses, Egypt just two properties ,and the walls 
of Jericho were a gorge like embankment 80ft 
high with a single track road winding along the 
base. Just as an impressive a feat of 
engineering as the fore mentioned locks. Sadly 
this was re landscaped in the 80s and is no 
longer walled. Ho hey that's progress. 
 
I always meant to photograph my Dnepr outfit at 
Moscow but was too slack arsed to get round to 
it. However things change and due to having a 
surfeit of time on my hands, a strange 
imagination and having procured an adventure 
bike suitable for the rigours of driving round 
Yorkshire mill towns I finally got round to it.  
Ten minutes poring over the local map and here 
we go. 
 
Khyber pass, Jerusalem, New York, Plymouth 
and more. This could turn into a pursuit to take 
into my dotage, Mount Tabor, Mount Zion, Paris 
gate even a spot called Great Britain and, 
strangely enough I live on Ireland bridge with St 
Ives only a 10 minute walk away. 
 
Routes to plan places to visit, all need to be 
punctuated with at least one cafe, my bike does 
100 miles to the gallon 50 to 1 smoke oil and I 
work on the same ratio with tea (30 to 1 cake in 
my tank).  First things first, do the route 
described above and finally take that photo. 
 
Sadly not a 
Russian bike 
in the shot of 
Moscow, but 
still a 
communist 
block bike.  

Bynnzi 
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An MZ TS 125 adventure (knobbly tyres), light 
and nimble enough to negotiate any ginel or 
snicket in its way and, being two stroke smoky 
enough to conjure up echoes of the industrial 
past where all towns had at least a million tall 
mill chimneys and the landscape below was 
mired in a smutty 
smog of pollution. 
 
Been unable to find 
a Zschopau 
avenue for the 
correct backdrop 
but there are many 
Berlins and a 
Kaiser or two (don't think they will qualify) and I 
won't  bother with kaffir road as I am fairly 
correct politically . 
 
Hamm strasse, Hanover street, Sebastopol 
terrace the list goes on. Once you start looking 
there seems to be Johnny Foreigner on every 
corner. French mill, little Germany, Canadian 
memorial, polish memorial. There is even a 
German war memorial in Keighley. This was 
erected in memory of German prisoners of war 
who died whilst incarcerated in the area during 
the first war. 
My old fatha used to tell me of the time he saw 
the Hindenberg airship fly over to drop a wreath 
on it. 
 
Anyhoo, the sun shone on the righteous and off I 
went. Ireland, Arctic, Bay of Biscay little plume of 
smoke oil keeping pace.  First tea stop at a 
friends and they are out! 

Egypt, second beverage stop with a similar 
outcome. On to Moscow, quick detour to pollute 
the center of Bradford and also to successfully 
score some tea and a bit of carrot cake.  Then a 
bonus, World’s end as a finisher. 
 
I can now honestly answer when asked where I 
have been on that crappy little bike (people can 

be so hurtful!) that I have been to the end of the 
world and back!  Cheese, Bynnzi. 
 
Editorial apologies to Bynnzi for ruthlessly 
hacking his pictures to pieces but Bingley City 
Council put the street name signs 
high up on the walls.  Although 
acres of faultless brickwork are a 
part of Yorkshire’s industrial 
heritage I thought we might find 
that a distraction. 
 
 
 
Great to see the latest Horizontal View, as a two 
stroke fan, many pages of blue smoke! 
Thought you might be interested in the trials and 
tribulations of my recently acquired Voskhod so 
far. To re cap its 1993 but never sold or 
registered and has sat for 24 years, and 
certainly the last few, in far from ideal conditions. 
I acquired it in January 2017 with 8km on the 
clock. 
  
First job was to get it running. I dismantled the 
carb expecting it to be gummed up with varnish 
but was found to be very clean.  Fresh fuel and 
many kicks later all I achieved was a number of 
back fires.  Changing the Russian plug for an 
NGK, result and lots of blue smoke. Head light 
refused to work like wise brake light.   
 
Before I could carry out any mechanical checks I 
made up a rudimentary centre stand out of angle 
iron as it only came with a side stand. The bike 
on acquisition had proved difficult to push as if 
the front brake was stuck on.  Dropping the front 
wheel out showed no braking problems but the 
wheel bearings would not turn.  When removed 
were found to be devoid of any form of 
lubrication. They must have been assembled 
only with the thin preservative that new bearings 

John Tickell 
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 are supplied.  After 
soaking in petrol for 1/2 
hour they eventually 
freed off and made the 
nice 'singing' noise a ball 
race makes when spun. 
Lubricating with grease 
including all brake pivot 
points, which were also 
bone dry rectified the 
problem. Its interesting to 
note that when I checked 
the rear wheel all was 
well grease and fit for 
purpose. The conclusion 
must be the man who 
assembles front wheels 
doesn't do the back!  I improved the 
performance of the front brake considerably by 
replacing the rather puny brake cable with a 
universal brake and clutch cable from Ebay.  A 
further improvement was obtained by turning the 
brake cam through 180 degrees as it appeared 
to be machined slightly off centre. Couldn't figure 
out why it made an improvement but it did.  
 
The steering head bearings also required 
slackening a couple of flats as they were set too 
tight.  As both wheels are of the same width it 
was an easy job to check wheel alignment with a 
straight edge, it was a mile out.  Adjusting soon 
had both wheels travelling in the same direction.  
 
The head light problem was a badly assembled 
multi pin plug and soon corrected. The lack of 
brake light was a real puzzle but after checking 
all connections for continuity the conclusion was 
there had to be a fault in the tail light assembly. 
All connections both earth and feed are made 
with soft aluminium rivets and secured to the 
plastic light body. On dissembling I found a poor 
connection to the brake light so all electrical 
connections were re made with small self 
tapping screws, result, brake light. The sad thing 
is most of these faults occurred at the assembly 
stage in the factory and left me wondering what 
sort of quality control exists.  
 
Re reading the above all seems very negative 
but have thoroughly enjoyed working on it and 
found it a very satisfying project.  I have since 
acquired a centre stand and other parts from 
'Vostock Motorcycle' in the Ukraine via Ebay. 
Very fair prices and quick delivery. The Russian 
work shop manual, all in Russian, amused me. 

The section pertaining to my model started off 
with 'Ha  crapyio' I wonder if that is an omen.   
 
So, what's it cost so far. The bike was £300, 
spares etc. £60 an MOT will be £30 First 
registration £55. So for approx £450 a new bike, 
I can live with that.  
 
A big thanks to Peter Ballard for pointing me in 
the right direction re paper work to obtain a 
NOVA and Reg. number.  All in hand as I write.  
Will let you know how I get on and first road 
impressions as running in will first be required. 
Regards John. 
 
On his way to preparing his Voskhod for its MOT 
the flasher unit baffled him for a day or two. 
 
Hi Paul I see in the latest Horizontal View you 
also have a Voskhod with electronic ignition. I 
am having a problem with my brake light, it 
doesn't. In the right had side where the ignition 
unit resides there is, what I assume to be, some 
form of solid state resistor to eliminate surge and 
blow the tail light bulb. It feeds both foot brake 
and front brake switches. It has three spade 
connectors. Power goes in but get no power out 
of it. Picture enclosed. 
The strange thing is its 
of Italian manufacture 
and as the bike is still 
basically new, 8km 
only, I assume it is an 
original part. Do you 
have a similar thing 
controlling voltage to the brake light on your 
machine? I must say the Russians have some 
odd ideas about wire colour codes to what I am 
used to.    Happy days John. 
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I read with interest the article Caveat Emptor, not 
least because I recognised the green Ural at the 
bottom as one that I was interested in some 
months ago and was dealing with the owner, 
who is not the Yuri you mention in the article. In 
the course of my Business, I spend a lot of the 
day trawling the net in both Russia and Ukraine 
and this name comes up on various of my 
suppliers black lists.  He is known for making 
many promises and when he has the money 
disappearing.  I myself over the last years 
trading have lost money to 7 or 8 different 
unscrupulous dealers in Ukraine. Having said 
that there are some lovely people and honest 
people there as well. Beware of any offers of 
bikes that look too good to be true, and unless 
you know who you are dealing with do not part 
with money before delivery, unless it is me as my 
margins are small and I need the cashflow.  
  
Oh I also now stock Karpaty, Minsk, Jawa and 
IZH spares and frame tags for dating are readily 
available and can be sent the next day for all 
models. 
 
Many of you will already know Chris as the man 
behind Vostok Motorcycles, suppliers of Russian 
parts from Eastern Europe.  I didn’t and 
swapped emails with him intrigued by how he 
managed to operate under such adverse trading 
conditions.  Here’s his introduction to………. 
 
 
 
 
A love of bikes came first, a move to Crimea for 
a life change came second, I immediately felt at 
home there and liked the culture and the people, 
I bought a house after a year there and my 
neighbour had an old MT in his garage, he never 
used it and I was missing motorcycles.  I did a 
deal for a bottle of vodka and the bike was mine.  
 
I started to rebuild with parts from the local 
market in town, but soon needed more than I 
could find locally, realised there was an 
enormous difference in the price being charged 
in Europe and what I was paying locally.  I 
decided that I could reduce the prices to the 
European market dramatically and keep myself 
occupied over the Russian winters, it all grew 
from there, in the last 12 years many have come 
and gone as they soon realise it is not easy 

money, and that customer service is expected in 
the west. 
 
Vostok motorcycles was born a year or so later 
and is now my passion, I am passionate about 
customer service and that helps as well.  We are 
growing exponentially at the moment, thanks in 
part to the amount of rubbish machines that are 
being sold from Latvia, this is something I want 
to correct this year by supplying decent bikes at 
once again sensible prices.  I recently saw a 
bike advertised for £4200, well restored by a 
supplier I know in Ukraine, I rang him and he 
wanted another £1500 for delivery.  Crazy price. 
They all think the west is a goldmine they can 
tap into. 
 
I was in Crimea, Ukraine for 12 years and a year 
after the Russians took it back. The sanctions 
made working from there impossible so I 
uprooted to Portugal, I have 2 people in Ukraine 
and one in Russia sourcing parts and all parts 
are stocked in a warehouse in Ukraine. 
  
I am starting to import bikes this year and am 
expanding stock to all marques that are from the 
East. I have been on Ebay for 11 years now and 
am hoping to take things to a new level with 
decent bikes at a sensible price as well as 
modernised bikes from our workshop here in 
Portugal. 
  
We are a small team and our aim is to become 
the biggest and best supplier of parts for Eastern 
European and Russian Motorcycles and your 
first choice when it comes to looking for a part. 
 
Growing rapidly every month, the dedication by 
Vlada who processes your orders and Elena 
who searches for used and new old stock parts 
never fails to amaze me. 
 
We will be opening very soon a new Ebay shop 
dedicated to sidecar and mainly used parts, still 
operating under the Vostok Motorcycles banner. 
It is separated because the parts will be from a 
different location than our new stock shop. 
 
Adding new stock and looking for ways to grow 
is the reason they allow me to keep working.  
Soon to be added, IZH little by little daily, Jawa 
when all the IZH stock is on, Minsk and others 
we will keep topping up when we find parts. 
 
This year will be the first year that we are 
actually selling complete bikes, 3 already sold 

Chris Tomes 
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via our Facebook pages. We will not sell 
overpriced rubbish, and I will deliver each bike to 
the UK myself.  Dnepr---K750---M72---Ural---Izh-
-Jawa---Vyatka Scooters---Minsk---Voskhod and 
the cute little mopeds that were produced in the 
Soviet era will all be available. 
 
I am negotiating for a customer to store and deal 
with the sale of these bikes and they will all be 
offered on Facebook at first and Ebay after. 
Anyone who purchases can rest assured our 
spares backup will be available 7 days a week if 
required. 
 
I will be building some non standard bikes this 
year, if time allows, first will be the long promised 
Ural scrambler solo, standard-ish to look at, but 
under the skin modern electronics from 
motogadget, all European bearings handmade 
exhaust and so on. This will be followed by some 
Sidecar versions, using the 650 engine but with 
a nod towards the modern Ural machines in 
style. 
 
Holidays and sidecars are still on the cards, it 
has slipped back a bit, the holiday 
accommodation budget has been used to 
acquire a workshop for the builds. 
 
We are still supporting various good causes and 
encouraging small start ups with micro loans, 
helping disabled children through swimming is 
big on our list at the moment. 
 
Ebay is not good to us and takes a large chunk 
of our income but we would not be here without 
it, they also push you down in the search ratings 
if people complain or mark you down for slow 
postage etc. To this end I would like to ask that if 
there is a problem with your  order you contact 
me direct on vostokmotorcycles@gmail.com and 
we will put it right for you, this will get a quicker 
response from me directly than through Ebay or 
Paypal as I check my emails regularly 
throughout the day unless I am driving across 
Europe to collect and or deliver stock.  I would 
also ask that you give 5 stars and positive 
feedback if you feel you cannot please talk to me 
first. 
 
I told Chris he’d be in Horizontal View as a parts 
supplier profile because advertising is not 
something we’ve considered as a club and 
there’s always the minefield of offending 
suppliers we haven’t featured if articles get too 

blatantly commercial. However, members need 
to know where to buy stuff of course. 
 
I thought I’d try Vostok out but before I did I had 
to point out that like a lot of old people, I'm not 
entirely sure how all this digital money 
processing works and I would pay by Paypal 
precisely because it's safe.  Not all of us have 
Paypal accounts and then it might be necessary 
to fill in card details.  It always seems a strange 
thing that I can send a bunch of numbers to 
someone who could send them elsewhere if they 
liked and just a mention of "Ukraine" strikes 
terror through the hearts of the less than 
confident or cynical. 
 
Chris said……………...The Reason I only use 
Paypal Paul, is because it is safe for the buyer, I 
do not see your card details if that is how you 
pay, I only see a payment into my account, your 
card is processed by Paypal and not me. 
 
So I ordered some Dnepr big end shells and two 
weeks later………………. 
 
Aren’t they 
beautiful?  I know 
there’s only four in 
a Dnepr but at £8 
a set, having a 
few to select an 
oil clearance from 
is hardly a luxury. 
More on that in 
the future. 
 
Sincere editorial apologies to Tim 
Machin who’s second part of his triple Minsk 
restoration will have to be postponed until the 
July August issue.  The hardware was 
possessed by digital demons this time and their 
exorcism is not yet complete.  Look at this pink 
Minsk instead.  I hope it cheers you up at least a 
little. 

Sorry 
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Top tips for the gas cook - Wrinkly Speedometer 
Face, No 1 in an occasional series.  
  
My Dnepr MT 11 left Humberside and Neval’s in 
1997 and came into my life two years later. It 
has always had a bit of creasing in the sticker 
applied to convert the speedometer to MPH. I 
have just lived with it these past twenty years, 
reasoning that we all get a bit wrinkly as we get 
older. However, it got to the stage where the 
wrinkles were big enough to jam the 
speedometer needle. Something must be done! 
 
With the speedometer on the bench, dismantling 
is not too difficult. The bezel is held on by a 
series of tabs on the reverse face that can be 
bent back with care and a screwdriver. The 
needle is a push fit on the spindle and just pulls 
off. The speedometer face is held on by the two 
screws adjacent to the spindle hole.  At this 
stage, you may like to consider contacting a nice 
man called Steve (http:/www.clocksndials.co.uk/) 
who will make a replacement sticker for £45 if 
you send him the original for a pattern. I thought 
I would have a bash at doing it myself first. 
 
To remove the original Neval sticker drop the 
speedometer face plate in boiling water. This will 
soften the glue, and you can start peeling off the 
sticker.  The face cools down quite quickly and 
the glue rehardens.  So, you will need to keep 
putting it back in your boiling water to re-soften 
it.  By a process of little-and-often it is possible 
to get the sticker off in one piece – see below. 

The next stage is to clean off the old glue from 
both the face plate and the sticker using 
methylated spirit and cotton buds. You need to 
do this so you have a decent surface to re-glue 
the sticker.  After cleaning up, the original KPH 
scale looked OK, but I thought of possible 
difficulties at the MOT station, and decided to 
see about putting the original conversion back.  

To flatten the cleaned sticker put it between two 
layers of silicone coated baking parchment and 
iron it. 
 
You can now glue your flattened sticker back 
onto the face. I used Evo-Stik solvent free 
impact adhesive impact adhesive. Reassembly 
is the reverse of the above procedure. Notes on 
the instalment of the tachometer and voltmeter 
to follow.  

 The finished speedometer – yeah, 20 yrs and 
13607km. 
 
The digital thing is a voltmeter - giving up the 
struggle to construct a circuit that makes the 
ignition light work! The tacho is an electronic 
one.  A chum had it installed in his Morris Minor, 
and passed it on to me when that went to the 
great car-park in the sky. It's a marine one, so 
should (should!) be waterproof.  I'll let you know 
how I get on. 
 
Chillin’ at the Dragon. 
This is a bit of a tale about coming back to 
Lincoln from this year’s Dragon Rally. Not too 
much to say about the actual rally, as the Dnepr 
being in the middle of one of its rebuilds, I went 
on another less interesting sort of bike. There 
were as ever, a goodly stock of SovBlock 
superbikes present at the event. 
 
My tale starts on the way back. Around 
Manchester on the M56, and in to Glossop, and 
it had turned from a lovely bright winter’s 
morning to raining again. I thought I would stop 
for a cuppa with some pals in Glossop. Happily, 
(you’ll see), they were out, so it was off up the 
A57 across the Woodhead pass to Sheffield.  As 
I climbed up out of town the rain turned to sleet 
and then to proper pitching snow. This was 
unpleasant, and I made a little bit of a slithery 
stop in a layby to review the situation and let my 
tailback of cars go past.  In addition to the snow, 
it was very foggy, with visibility less than fifty 
metres. It seemed a very good idea to turn back. 

Nick Tucker 
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 I was contemplating the difficulty of doing a U-
turn across the road, when looming out of the 
gloom came an optimist in a car with no lights 
on.  
 
OK, I don’t think paddling across two potential 
streams of traffic is a good idea if that is going to 
happen, certainly no risk of me being able to see 
them and decide to stay put, or them being able 
to stop in time to avoid t-boning me.  From days 
of old, I know the Woodhead pass, and that it 
has no sharp turns along its length.  So better to 
press on.  Until this point it had seemed an act of 
obvious idiocy at Minato-ku for somebody to 
specify hazard lights on a motor cycle, why 
hadn’t they gone the whole hog, and fitted an 
ashtray to go with it?  
 
I switched on the hazard lights, waited for the 
next group of cars to go past, and set off as tail-
end-Charlie. This was one of the more 
challenging rides of my life, and a good job I 
hadn’t stopped for tea in Glossop, and let the 
weather properly thicken.  With a couple more 
layby stops to let my tailbacks go past, and a bit 
more of an Ivan Mauger impersonation than I 
would have ideally wished turning right at the 
roundabout at end of the pass, and it was back 
into slush and blessed rain by the time I got 
down into Sheffield.   
 
I would have stopped here for a brew, but my 
chums who live at High Green were out 
collecting a new dog, so after the letting the 
impacted snow fall off my jacket and trousers, it 
was off down the M1 and M18 to the A1 and 
Blythe services for coffee, cake, petrol, and a 
nice chat with a fellow biker who had not 
previously come across handle bar muffs. Then 
a last stage back home to Lincoln, and a long 
shower and tea and soup. 
 
With the benefit of hindsight, going around the 
long way would have been a better idea, and I 
think cold related fuddlement made me press on 
up the hill, when with clearer thinking I would 
have turned around earlier. Aside from these 
obvious problems, the affair set me brooding on 
hypothermia on motorbikes. Reading up safely 
after the event, there didn’t seem much of use 
directly about motorcycling in the cold. I found 
some good advice from Sir Crispin Agnew of 
Lochnaw, talking about expeditions and one 
assumes, walking.  He says that we are alright 
until our core temperature (normally 36.9°C) 
drops by only a couple of degrees, and then a 

loss of muscle control will be apparent, 
characterised by appearing to be drunk, so 
clearly a bad state to be in on your bike.  He 
says that you need to be well fed before you 
start out, and eat small snacks of readily 
digestible sugars throughout the day to keep 
your keep blood sugar levels up, and these to be 
accompanied liquid intake to aid digestion. It is 
particularly important to keep the area around 
your stomach warm as it is this area where the 
body takes its opinion of how warm you are, and 
therefore if it is necessary to pull more heat 
away from your extremities to preserve your 
core temperature (if this gets below 28°C you 
will not survive).  
 
Although clearly formidably well informed, Sir 
Crispin does seem a little hard core  He says 
that down sleeping bags are a luxury, on this 
point I would beg to differ. The Llanberis 
Mountain Rescue team says what we are up 
against is technically “SubAcute” or “Exposure 
Hypothermia”.  “This generally occurs over 
several hours following exposure to moderate 
cold. The casualty becomes exhausted and then 
cools rapidly as their energy reserves are 
depleted and they are no longer able to shiver to 
re-warm themselves” and this ”occurs when the 
body’s heat loss exceeds heat generation. 
Weather, wind and rain, sap the body’s 
temperature more rapidly due to wind-chill”.  
 
My table of wind-chill data stops at 45mph, so it 
is quite a significant effect for us. The Llanberis 
folk also emphasise the importance of a hat, a 
motorcycle helmet must be about ideal with all 
that foam insulation. They also make a useful 
point about shivering - “Shivering will occur 
which is a voluntary response of the body to re-
warm itself.  Asking the casualty to stop 
shivering is a good test. If they can then the 
hypothermia is mild.  At this stage hypothermia 
can be treated quite easily. Stop, shelter, put 
more layers on and get high energy foods and 
warm drinks into the casualty”.  So if you are 
shivering it is definitely time to stop for a warm 
and a snack, and if you can’t stop shivering you 
are pushing your luck.  
 
Ted Simon, the Jupiter’s Travels chap, reckoned 
that repeatedly squeezing your handle bar grips 
has a generally beneficial warming effect.  I’ve 
never managed to make it work myself, and 
can’t help but wonder if he himself wasn’t 
slipping into the later stages of exposure. 
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 So there you 
are, a rule of 
thumb for 
stopping for a 
brew and a 
warm, and 
hopefully next 
year, coping 
with snow will 
be way easier 
because I’ll be 
back on three 
wheels. 
  
Our useful 
sources are 
The 
Independent 
Traveller’s 
Handbook, I Cranfield and R Harrington (Eds) 
Heinemann, London, 1980, and  
http://www.llanberismountainrescue.co.uk/news/
hypothermia accessed 20

th
 February 2107. 

  
We went with 
some friends to 
the 'Pioneer 
Run'.  This is for 
veteran bikes and they run from Epsom to 
Brighton.  My photo shows the award winner for 
combined age of rider and bike.  The Forecar is 
owned by the chap in the passenger seat and 
his daughter is driving.  Look how much she is 
enjoying the experience!  They usually win this 
award every year when dad is driving.   

However to give other competitors a chance of 
winning dad trained his daughter to drive his 
Forecar.  It is one of the oldest bikes on the run 
and dates from the 1890's.  They still won the 
award!  
 
I saw the 3 Ural combos at the Dragon in 
February this year, I also saw them last 
year.  The desert one has a BMW engine.  The 
Wig Wam tent behind the combos is always at 
the Dragon.  He has his own wood burner stove 
connected to the chimney! 
 
It was ice free but bitterly cold and raining all 
day.  The field was its usual quagmire !  We 
never camp (although used to many years ago).  
 
We attended the annual 'Sidecar Sunday' at the 
Ace Cafe in late February.  I met Cossack club 
member John Denny.  John is thinking 
about buying a more modern Ural with an 
electric start.  He is finding kick starting difficult. 
The first photo is a boat shape sidecar on a 
Panther big single.  The second, overleaf, is a 
Vincent Black Knight with Wessex sidecar. 

Greenwood’s 
Gallery 
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David has this to 
say on the subject 
of whether or not 
we should abandon our annual AGM………… 
                                                                                                
We would like to comment on reading in HV that 
future AGMs may be done away with.  I do not 
know about a change in the law, but still think it 
is not a good idea to stop them. I have served 
many years on several committees both bike 
clubs and benevolent funds. 
 
I agree that it is difficult to find time when all 
committee officers are available to attend.  
Sometimes only a small number of members 
come along then it’s just like a normal committee 
meeting with just a few more in attendance. 
 
However I still think AGMs are necessary that’s 
why my wife and I always try very hard to attend 
all AGMs to clubs that we belong to. Many years 
ago I started a sidecar club and found it very 
hard to form a committee. When pushed most 
members said “Just get on with it we leave all 
decisions up to you.” (or similar)! 
 
It was not long before I started to receive moans 
about organisation or how money was spent.  I 
could see this situation arising that’s why I 
wanted a committee in the first place. It soon 
came to a head and I organised a meeting 
saying “no committee no club”.  This forced the 
situation and a committee was formed. 
 
Many years later most clubs have websites or 
Facebook or hold meetings on Skype. This 
means they don’t meet face to face and it can 
mean in some cases that not all committee 
members actually know each other. 
 
Some club members actually moan about having 
to go to rallies or club events, saying they could 

keep in touch with social media.  I say if you join 
a club then you should want to attend at least 
some events and if it’s a bike club then surely 
the reason for joining is to use your bike! 
 
I don’t know how the next years committee could 
be voted in without a show of hands.  How would 
a new person join the committee as no one 
would see them at an AGM!  If all AGM reports 
and decisions are to go via social media then 
please remember that we don’t all have it or 
want to use it.  Even websites are not available 
to all. 
 
Sometime within the life of a club there is usually 
a member or members that want to face the 
committee about something they feel strongly 
about.  This can be dealt with swiftly at an AGM 
without festering on for long periods. 
 
I’ve seen this before, when clubs don’t meet up 
they soon fade away.  Your Wing Hall AGM was 
a good event as it was a whole weekend of 
activities on a very good site.  The AGM seemed 
only a small part of the proceedings and the 
evening social and club run out were very good.  
I hope our committee decide to continue in a 
similar fashion and make the AGM part of a 
whole weekend event.  This is a very good way 
of making an AGM an enjoyable experience.  
The only problem at Wing Hall was finding local 
B&B accommodation for those (like us who can’t 
camp anymore due to heath reasons). 
 
I do hope you consider our views and continue 
with a proper formal AGM.  If so we will see you 
there.  David & Anne Greenwood.  
 

 

 
 
I read with interest the article on p.24 in the 
March/April Horizontal View and I’m assuming 
you were the author. 
  
You refer to busy schedules of committee 
members, well, one day a year, that is decided 
by democratic means, twelve months in 
advance, should be possible for any committed 
volunteer. 
  
You refer to “Carl’s shows (being) the only time 
we get to meet as a club”. There are other 
meetings too, which are sometimes well 
attended.  A bigger committee presence at the 
twice yearly COC Dent Rally would be 

AGM opinion 

Vince Briers 
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 appreciated.  The AGM could be combined with 
any of the camping events, surely. 
  
Lastly, any club member is welcome to my home 
five minutes from the M56 and M6, in Cheshire, 
individually or all together. I have private fields 
for camping, guest kitchen and shower, and 
covered areas for meetings (if I move the 
tractors out). I would only expect reimbursement 
for the hired Portaloo(s) if a group were to stay. 
  
You asked for opinion, and I agree that the AGM 
is a good excuse for a get together. Not only 
should all members be invited, they should 
be enticed into attending what should be a very 
sociable event too. 
  
If the committee should be interested in meeting 
here in Lymm, with the rest of the club, please 
let me know the normal window within which the 
AGM usually falls and we can start planning. 
 
I’ve attended many COC AGMs over the years, 
though not recently and I have always enjoyed 
the lively debate and the company, and dearly 
hope that this will continue. 
  

I’m not looking particularly at a camping 
weekend at my place as an addition to the 
existing calendar of COC, Eastern European, 
and other biking events.  I was suggesting that 
the club is welcome to my (arguably) UK-central 
address if they’re ever in need of a suitable (and 
cheap) venue for the AGM, and there’s room for 
everyone. 
 
In discussion with Wing 
Hall about the 2017 AGM  
Phil Inman received this email from Wing Hall…. 
 
Good afternoon Phil, lovely to hear from you, 
you certainly can come and camp with us again, 
would you like the same location as last time? 
Kind regards, Marion. 
 
Wing Hall is ON for the 2017 AGM Weekend, 11
-13th August.   
 
Flat twin bikes. Wheels and 
brake-plate/final-drive. 
 
Generally speaking the wheels and brakes from 
the IMZ (Russian 'Ural') factory are not directly 
interchangeable with those from the KMZ 'Dnepr' 
factory. So use the correct matching pair, don't 
mix unless you are prepared to modify from 

standard. There are two problems to overcome 
otherwise.  Firstly the offset of the brake drum 
from the groove in the brake-plate or final-drive 
is different between the factories, easily fixed by 
the correct choice of the various length 'top hat' 
spacers on the drum side of the wheels that 
control how far in the wheel sits.  
 
Secondly the rim offset between the factories is 
different so that the wheel/tyre might not sit on 
the centre line of the bike.  Respoke the wheel to 
pull the rim central. 
  
Mixed factory and model names. This crops 
up with newly acquired bikes brought in from the 
cold.  Often "I have a Ural K750" - well the Ural 
name was applied to the later 650cc Russian 
IMZ bikes, the K750 is from the Ukrainian Kiev 
factory KMZ! 
 
This is often cropping up now with importers and 
new buyers not knowing the models, it is 
important as an owner can have the purchase 
receipt, HMRC NOVA  (To declare importation) 
approval, MOT and DVLA V55/5 (To register in 
UK) forms all having different makes and models 
stated. The DVLA clerks have a hard enough 
time as it is, so when we put in COC Date 
Certificates we always insist that all the forms 
and documents match. Often the owner has to 
get HMRC NOVA to modify their approval, get 
the MOT station to reissue etc. There are also 
cases when a seller uses the engine number 
instead of the frame number, that really does 
mess things up. 
 
Warning to buyers/importers of any motor 
vehicle or parts that can make up a motor 
vehicle, it must be declared to customs when it 
enters the UK. In a discussion with HMRC it took 
me a long time to convince their official that 
bikes do come into the UK in backs of white 
vans and never get checked by customs, "but 
that's not allowed", it happens, "but it mustn't". 
But it does! etc. Also before you part with money 
(Cash, PayPal, credit card etc) check that the 
receipt, VIN plate on the head stock, frame 
number all match. OK an engine change is 
allowed as we know the engines sometimes 
wear out and need replacing, so I am reliably 
informed!  A new VIN plate is often fitted, of 
course the DVLA do not know if this was done in 
the UK or Poland or Latvia etc, but it does 
smooth the way through DVLA with a VIN plate 
even if it looks new and not 'distressed'. 

Wing Hall 

The PJB 
file 
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PJB goes playing in the mud in part 
two………….. 
 

So after a few years rest in the shed, I decided 
to revive Charlie. I had done a lot of ‘green 
laning’ on unsurfaced roads and used to 
compete in sidecar trials on a Bultaco 325cc 
outfit, so wanted to put all that together. I had 
done quite a few miles on green lanes on my 
Planeta Sport in off road trim, but surely a Ural 

will work too, heavy but hey, worth a go! 

So needed to sort out the suspension 
department. Now tele’ front forks are all very well 
and good but a pair of BMW Earles forks would 
be good on a solo and an outfit with their 
adjustable trail. My old pal Gavin let me have a 
pair in exchange for the long trail forks off 
Charlie!  So a pair of GAZ adjustable dampers 
and a progressive spring stack had the Earles 
sorted. 

Fitting the BMW Earles fork is not for the 
fainthearted! The distance between the taper 
roller head races and the races themselves are 
the same as the Ural! (ie the taper roller head 
races for BMWs fit the Urals, but we all know 
that).  BUT the stem of the BMW is 1mm smaller 
diameter although the thread pitch is the same! 
So I bought a thread die (German old stock 
cheap on eBay!) to fit the Ural stem and split that 
and clamped it to cut down the BMW thread to 
the same as the Ural then the Ural nuts would fit, 

they even fitted the BMW top yoke plate!  But try 
to swing the forks and the rear pivots would go 
through the exhaust header pipes, noting that 
BMW used quite sharp bends of the exhaust 
headers on bikes such as R68 and R69 with 
Earles forks.  So this encouraged me to have 
high level pipes. The Ural TLS front brake plate 
had to be machined to get the 19” Ural wheel on 
centreline and the axle fittings machined to take 
the Ural spindle of 20mm not 17mm of the BMW! 
The Ural friction steering damper can be made 
to fit too! 

Then at the rear a pair of BAD adjustable 
dampers and linear springs had the rear sorted 
with new brackets welded on top of the swinging 
arm to lift the rear end a bit and enable damper 
lower eyes to be used rather than forked ends. 
Then a nice 18” Ural wheel from F2’ and a pair 
of TKC80 tyres. A pair of higher braced handle 
bars from Mike, neat little indicators and bit of re-
welding gave me a high level exhaust too. For 
solo use I Ieft the final drive at 3.889:1 but I have 
a 4.625:1 to fit for sidecar use. Indeed on steep 
climbs solo the 3.889:1 final drive is a bit high 
meaning that with the engine pulling just off idle 
it is a bit quick for much footing, encouragement 
to keep feet up! The bike steers very well at low 
speed with weight shifting left to right and the 
engine is so clean at low revs! 

What else, oh yes a nice little digital ammeter 
and voltmeter under the seat to check the 
electrons are going where they should, 
unpolished alloy mudguards sprayed black then 
lined, lowered foot pegs and a reformed brake 
pedal so that standing up is a lot easier on the 

Green Lane Charlie 
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 nadgery rough stuff! I fitted a LED headlight bulb 
that is so bright but actually takes less current 
than the 
filament 5 
watt rear 
light! 

Worth it, for 
what I 
wanted yes 
indeed. This 
M63 has 
spent more 
of its time 
significantly modified than it ever did in standard 
trim, so it is what it is, my Ural, my Charlie!  Next 
project is to build a chair, a replica ISDT Steib 
sounds best!  Peter. 

The above picture is of speedo drives, the two 
available to us to match the two final drive ratios 
fitted to Urals and Dneprs for solo and sidecar 
use. 

The sidecar speedo ratio is 5 teeth on the worm 
and 12 on the driven gear to give 2.4 to 1. 
Corresponding numbers for the solo set are 4 
teeth on the worm, 8 on the driven gear and a 
ratio of 2.0 to 1.   

Interestingly, if you’re Peter, the change in ratio 
between the two speedo drives matches the 
difference between solo and sidecar final drive 
ratios, of course!  He points out that European 
speedos are always 1,000 turns to the kilometre 
and some Smiths instruments are 1,600 turns to 
the mile, the same ratio. The thing here is, if the 
speedo reads wrong, it’s the drive gears you 
need to investigate, not the speedo. 
 
Fortunately Peter has a box full of speedo 
drives, most of which are sidecar ratio.  He’ll sell 
you one of these very cheaply.  He has only one 
set of solo ratios which he’ll still sell you but as 
he says, they’re “priceless” ! 

 
You remember 
Andy Enon from 
the previous issue who said “I might just dive 
in” ?  Well he did.  He sent me ……….. 
 
I've finally got one, a MT10-36 with an MT12 
engine from fellow member Nick Pascoe in 
Malmsbury. Turns out we were in the same year 
at Sheffield poly in the 80's. Its registered and 
MOT'd so saves all the hassle of importing. 
Could do with a bit of fettling here and there,  but 
then that's half the fun. Cheers, Andy. 
P.S. £%^* me it’s heavy. 
 
Pictured below, nestling in the crankcase just 
below Andy’s con rod, is a big piece of brick. 

The cosmetically smart, slightly rattly engined 
and MT 10-36/MT12 creation I've recently 
acquired has some interesting features. Like a 
crappy fillet weld to the front brake torque arm 
that led to unwanted contact between my helmet 
and the headlamp and the lump of brick in the 
crank case!  Anyone else had some surprise 
presents from Eastern Europe? 
 
The email was titled “The Latvians are trying to 
kill me!”  Their devious devices are pictured at 
the top of the next page. 

Killer Latvian 
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The Stafford show is all
about buying things and 
therefore it’s an ideal 
opportunity to sell.  The available assembled 
committee and Lovely Hazel were called upon to 
model at the show once again.   Fancy any of 
this lot? 

Regatta Dover Fleeced Lined Jacket - £47.00 
Product Code: COCJ1. Waterproof, Windproof 
hydrafort polyester fabric. Fully lined with 
Thermo-guard insulation. Taped seams, 
concealed hood and adjustable cuffs. 2 zipped 
lower pockets. These jackets are very nice and 
comfortable and come with the Star Logo on the 
left breast as with other products. The club’s 
web address (www.cossackownersclub.co.uk) is 
across the shoulders on the back. Colours: Only 
in Black with Silver Logo and writing. Sizes: M 
(40") - L (42") - XL (44") - XXL(47") - XXXL(50")  

Hooded Sweat 
Shirts £21.50 
These are 
normally on an 
order only basis. 

Full & Half Zip 
Fleeces - £25.00  
Product Code: 
COC-FL. 100% 
Polyester, 
unlined. Comes 
with Silver Club 
Logo or Star Logo 
over the left 
breast. These are 
great for chilly 
mornings on the 
rally field. Normal 
range of sizes: 
Medium - Large - 
Extra Large - XXL 
& XXXL  

Regalia 
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T Shirts- £13.00  Phil and Gina at 
regailia@cossackownersclub.co.uk or on 01780 
720420 are the people to see about the current 

availability of styles and 
colours.  Cloth badges, metal 
pins and stickers are also 
available.  If we hadn’t run out 
of space this issue I’d show 
you those as well.  They’re on 
the club website and you don’t 
need to be a member to look. 

Woolly Hats - £8.50 The woolly hat is the 
knitted type and again with either club logo. This 
is an essential bit of kit for any club member. 
Standard Club Logo or Star Logo.  

It must be said here that Comrade Carl’s sweat 
shirt is a testament to the enduring quality of 
COC merchandise although you haven’t been 
able to buy one like that for a long time.  Is it 
collectable perhaps? 

Baseball Caps - £9.00 Adjustable band at 
back, supplied in Black or Blue. One size fits all, 
choice of either the standard club logo or the 
star logo.  
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